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Abstract— With the improvement of living standards, people
pay more attention to health, which is significant to analyze
people’s hospitalizing behaviors. The wide use of mobile devices
generates a great deal of data, which contains a lot of travel
information about residents. Many people would like to see a
doctor through calling an online car hailing for its convenience.
Thus, based on big trajectory data generated by the online car
hailing, the hospitalizing behaviors of residents are analyzed in
this paper. The hospitalizing behaviors are analyzed from two
aspects. One is performed from the temporal aspect, in which
the daily numbers of trips of hospitalizing behaviors under
different modes are analyzed. The other one is performed from
the spatial aspect, in which the hot hospitals, popularity, and
gravity distribution of hospitals are analyzed. Based on the
spatial analysis, the network constructed by the hot hospitals
is also analyzed. The results show that the hospitalizing behavior
analysis can reflect the hospitalizing behaviors in detail, which
can make contributions to the decision-making of infrastructure
configuration for institutions, such as urban planning departments and hospitals.
Index Terms— Behavior analysis, hospitalizing behavior, road
network, road traffic, trajectory data.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ATA are the basis for the study of the intelligent traffic
system. Both urban traffic control and induction are
limited by the scale of traffic data. With the rapid development
of science and technology in China, many mobile devices
have been used in our daily life. The Global Positioning
System (GPS) devices equipped in the vehicles can record the
dynamic performance of urban traffic and the crowd mobility.
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Many people like to travel by online car hailing for its
convenience, which generates great trajectory data in road
traffic field and provides the data support for the study of urban
traffic. The trajectory data contain a great deal of information,
which can be used to perform the travel analysis of residents.
Compared to the loop data, the trajectory data can be collected
easily and they contain more information. Thus, the travel
information of urban residents can be better mined based on
the trajectory data.
The trajectory data after the preprocessing of computation
and knowledge mining can be used to identify and detect
the urban traffic states [1], [2]. The hot topics of traffic
states research include the estimations of link travel time and
average travel speed, and the analysis and prediction of traffic
congestion. Traffic anomaly detection refers to the detection
of traffic accident, bad traffic events, and large-scale traffic
congestion prediction. For example, Liu et al. [3] presented a
mobility-based clustering method to detect congestion, which
used the instantaneous vehicle speed to detect the congestion
of the surrounding condition. Kong et al. [4] realized the
urban traffic congestion estimation and prediction based on
the trajectory data of the floating car, which proved the merits
of the method in accuracy, real-time performance, and stability.
D’Andrea and Marcelloni [5] presented an expert system to
detect traffic congestion and accidents based on the real-time
GPS data collected from the intelligent phones of drivers.
Wang et al. [6] designed a congestion detection system based
on the trajectory data, which mapped the trajectory data into
the map to automatically obtain the speed values and the traffic
congestion conditions in the links. Besides, the condition of
the current road network has also been provided in multiperspectives.
The basic indicators and information, such as spatial and
temporal distributions and running modes, can also be obtained
based on the GPS data. The information not only can be
applied to the daily taxi managements but also can be used to
provide decision-making for the taxi market. Besides, the valuable knowledge can also be mined to provide guidelines and
decision-making for urban traffic planning and management
and improve urban traffic. For example, Liao et al. [7] proposed a directed density clustering method, which can mine
the distribution in both temporal and spatial perspectives.
Gong et al. [8] presented a trip purpose inferring framework
based on the trajectory data. The spatiotemporal model, combined Monte Carlo simulation method, is modeled based on
the interesting points to study the trajectory data in Shanghai.
The experiments results showed nine types of spatiotemporal
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characteristics in daily activities, such as temporal regularity, spatial dynamics, travel distance, and travel directions.
The semantic mobility patterns can also be mined based on
the trajectory data [9]–[12]. Through mining trajectory data,
the traffic running managements and decision-making can be
realized. In addition, the trajectory data contribute to the
analysis of social network [13], [14].
Route planning and prediction mainly refer to the selection and estimation of vehicle driving paths in terms with
trajectory data [15]–[18]. Route prediction focuses on the
prediction of driving paths and the estimation of destination
based on the historical driving data [19]. For example, Lin
and Li [20] proposed a night bus route planning method
to select the optimal route. To solve the positioning draft
and jitter problems of mobile phones, Zhang et al. [21] presented a trip identification method based on mobile phone
positioning data, which has high identification accuracy and
can provide relevant information for transportation planning.
Alexander et al. [22] clustered the users’ clustered location
based on a large amount of trajectory data and then inferred
departure time based on the arrival time, which constructed
the users’ daily travel circumstances. The experiments proved
that this method can provide a way of route planning.
Besides the applications mentioned earlier, the trajectory
data can also be applied to update urban road network,
identify travel mode, obtain the construction information of
road network, and so on [23]–[26]. The updated urban road
network based on the trajectory data can reduce the cost of
road mapping [27]. For example, Xiao et al. [28] modeled
the Bayesian network of travel mode based on the trajectory
data. Yang et al. [29] utilized the trajectory data of floating
car to model the construction of lanes, which can obtain the
number of lanes and the characteristics of lane construction.
Kong et al. [30] inferred the behavior of entering the town
based on the trajectory data, which combined the behavioral
mode characteristics and real labeled data set to train a
multiple classification model. Du et al. [31] judged whether
users stopped in a certain location based on mobile phone trajectory data and geographical information. Lin et al. [17] presented a graph convolutional neural network with data-driven
graph filter model to predict the station-level hourly demand
in a large-scale bike-sharing network, which can learn
the hidden heterogeneous pairwise correlation between the
stations.
Due to the improvement of living standards, people pay
more attention to health. The urban traffic mode and the travel
regularity have great significance for residents and urban traffic
managements. Yet, the study of hospitalizing behaviors mainly
concentrates on the factors that influence the treatment and
the social structure of medical care [32]. The hospitalizing
behaviors do not have a clear description, which has a great
significance for urban traffic resources, route planning, and so
on. In this paper, the analysis of hospitalizing behaviors is
achieved based on the big trajectory data, the contributions of
which mainly include three aspects.
1) The hospitalizing behaviors are analyzed in the temporal
aspect, which can both macroscopically and microscopically depict the hospitalizing behaviors in the

Fig. 1.
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Study area of Chengdu.

transportation aspect. The results help urban traffic
managements understand the regularity of hospitalizing
behaviors on the whole.
2) The hospital rank can be acquired based on the spatial
analysis of hospitalizing behaviors, which can induce
both hospitals and traffic managements to allocate the
infrastructures.
3) The network analysis with nodes composed of hospitals
is conducted. In this paper, the aggregation and dissipation processes, the analysis of gravity, and the transfer
analysis have been analyzed. The network analysis can
assist both traffic departments and residents to make
reasonable choices.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The data
have been described in detail in Section II. The temporal and
spatial analyses of hospitalizing behaviors are conducted in
Section III and IV, respectively. The study is concluded in
Section V.
II. DATA
The big trajectory data used in our research are derived from
DiDi Chuxing, on which residents call cars on the Internet by
mobile phones. The data are in November, 2017 in Chengdu,
Sichuan. The ranges of latitude and longitude of the area
are from east 102◦ 54 to 102◦53 and from North 30◦ 05 to
31◦26 , respectively. The size of data used in our study is
approximately 200 000 after progressing. The specific area is
visual in the red cycle in the QGIS platform, which can be
seen in Fig. 1. The trajectory data located region contains the
prosperous districts, which can reflect the travel behaviors of
urban residents and are useful for the analysis of hospitalizing
behaviors.
The data includes seven data types, i.e., order ID, the time
getting on vehicle, the time getting off vehicle, the longitudes
getting on and off vehicle, and the latitudes getting on and
off vehicle. Since not all data can be used for the analysis
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Parts of the data for hospitalizing behaviors.

of hospitalizing behaviors, some preprocesses should be conducted. First, the information of the order ID is desensitized
to protect the privacy of the passengers. Second, the records
with the NA or empty value for longitude or latitude are
deleted. Third, the records with longitudes or latitudes beyond
the ranges of the area should be deleted. Fourth, the distance
threshold ε is provided to select the records that regard
hospitals as origin or destination, which can be illustrated in
the following equations:
|D( pi , qi ) − D(x ON , yON )| ≤ ε D(x ON , yON ) ∈ hospital i
|D( pi , qi ) − D(x ON , yON )| ≥ ε D(x ON , yON ) ∈
/ hospital i
(1)
|D( pi , qi ) − D(x OFF , yOFF )| ≤ ε D(x OFF , yOFF ) ∈ hospital i
/ hospital i
|D( pi , qi ) − D(x OFF , yOFF )| ≥ ε D(x OFF , yOFF ) ∈
(2)
where D( pi , qi ) and pi and qi denote the location of hospital i
and the longitude and latitude of hospital i , respectively.
D(x ON , yON ) and x ON and yON represent the location of getting
on a vehicle and the longitude and latitude of the location,
respectively. D(x OFF , yOFF ) and x OFF and yOFF represent the
location of getting off a vehicle and the longitude and latitude
of the location, respectively.
Parts of the data of hospitalizing behaviors can be seen
in Fig. 2.
III. T EMPORAL D ISTRIBUTION A NALYSIS OF
H OSPITALIZING B EHAVIORS
The temporal analysis of hospitalizing behaviors can reflect
the temporal traffic demand. In this section, three parts of
hospitalizing behaviors, i.e., the daily average number of
trips, the time distribution, and the travel time analysis, are
conducted to depict the temporal distribution from different
perspectives. The residents represent that the trips are relevant
to the hospitals, that is, getting on or off vehicles at hospitals.
A. Daily Average Number of Trips
A trip begins when a resident gets on a vehicle and ends
when the resident gets off the vehicle. The analysis of the
daily average number of trips reflects the macroscopic traffic
demands for hospitalizing behaviors. Due to different travel
regularities, job categories, and so on, the traffic demands
under workday and weekend modes are different. Taking the
trip number of one day for analysis cannot reflect the whole

Fig. 3.

Daily average number of trips of hospitalizing behaviors.

hospitalizing behaviors regularity. Besides, since the numbers
of days of workdays and weekends for analysis are 22 and 8,
respectively, the comparison of the total number of trips under
the two modes is not reasonable. Thus, we analyze the daily
average number of trips under the two modes.
Let N(x, y, tON , tOFF ) denote the number of trips that start
at location x on time tON and end at location y on time tOFF .
The average numbers of trips of getting on and off vehicles
at hospitals can be obtained through the following equations:

M
N(x, y, tON , tOFF )
(3)
NONp =
tON ∈M p ,x∈D S



Mp

NOFF =

N(x, y, tON , tOFF )

(4)

tOFF ∈M p ,y∈D S
M

M

where NONp and NOFFp denote the average numbers of trips
of getting on and off vehicles at hospitals under M p mode,
respectively, DS is composed of D Hi , D Hi denotes the ε
neighborhood of hospital i , p ∈ {1, 2}, and M1 and M2 denote
workday and weekend modes, respectively.
Based on (3) and (4), the daily average number of trips of
hospitalizing behaviors under workday and weekend modes
can be obtained. The results are shown in Fig. 3.
From Fig. 3, we can see that the numbers of trips under
workday and weekend modes are different. The number of
trips of getting on vehicles at hospitals on weekends is larger
than that on workdays. Consistently, the number of trips of
getting off vehicles at hospitals on weekends is larger than that
on workdays. Some reasons can be explained for these results.
As some office workers have to work and make an appointment
with the doctors on weekends, the daily average number of
trips on weekends is larger than that on workdays. Besides,
since some trips begin at the current day and end at the next
day, the number of trips of getting on vehicles at hospitals is
larger than that of getting off vehicles at hospital no matter
on workday or weekend. We can also conclude that more
residents prefer to see the doctor under the weekend’s mode.
These findings suggest that hospitals will receive more patients
and there maybe exist resource shortage on weekends. Thus,
for hospitals, there should allocate more medical workers and
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Fig. 4.

Time distribution in time series on workday

Fig. 5.

equipments. For patients, if possible, it would be better to see
a doctor on the workday.
B. Time Distribution Analysis of Hospitalizing Behaviors
To further depict the hospitalizing behaviors, the time
distribution analysis of hospitalizing behaviors is performed.
The purpose is to mine the traffic demands of hospitalizing
behaviors in time series.
The time distribution of hospitalizing behaviors of getting
on and off vehicles at hospitals is shown in the following
equations:

M
N(x, y, tON , tOFF )
(5)
NONp (th ) =
tON ∈(M p ,th ),x∈D S
Mp

NOFF (th ) =



N(x, y, tON , tOFF )

(6)

tOFF ∈(M p ,th ),y∈D S

where h ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 23} and th denotes the time period
Mp

Mp

during h o’clock to (h + 1) o’clock. NON (th ) and NOFF (th )
denote the average numbers of trips of getting on and off
vehicles at hospitals during the th time period under M p mode.
The results of time distribution analysis can be seen
in Figs. 4 and 5.
From Figs. 4 and 5, we can see that the travel regularities
of hospitalizing behaviors under workday and weekend modes
are similar in time series. The number of travel trips reduces
until 6:00 and then increases. In particular, the number of
travel trips increases sharply at 8:00. The reason is that
residents begin to travel for seeking medical treatment at
work hours. The number of trips gradually reduces from
20:00. Besides, the number of trips of getting off vehicles
at hospitals is larger than that of getting on vehicles during 8:00–9:00 under the workday mode. This phenomenon
can be explained by the residents’ arrival at hospitals for
seeking medical treatments. The situation is just opposite
during 14:00–20:00, because many residents have finished the
medical treatments and begin to leave. The similar situation
can also be seen during 8:00–9:00 under the weekend mode,
while the departure trend concentrates during 14:00–24:00.
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Time distribution in time series on weekend

For taxi drivers, it is a better choice to wait for the passengers
during 14:00–20:00 at hospitals, and for patients, they can see
a doctor during 1:00–7:00, since there are a small number of
patients at the time.
C. Travel Time Analysis of Hospitalizing Behaviors
The travel time analysis is mainly focused on the duration
of trips. The meaning of the analysis is to investigate the
residents’ preference of trip duration. Since the detailed division of travel time does not have significance, we divide the
travel time into three levels, i.e., shorter than 30 min, between
30 and 60 min, and larger than 60 min. The number of trips
under different levels based on getting on and off vehicles at
hospital can be illustrated in the following eqautions:

M
N(x, y, tON , tOFF ) (7)
NONp (m i ) =
tON ∈M p ,x∈D S,|tOFF−tON |∈m i
Mp

NOFF (m i ) =



N(x, y, tON , tOFF )

(8)

tOFF ∈M p ,y∈D S,|tOFF−tON |∈m i

where i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and m i denotes the i th travel time level,
m 1 –m 3 denote shorter than 30 min, between 30 and 60 min,
Mp
and larger than 60 min, respectively, and NON (m i ) and
Mp
NOFF (th )(m i ) denote the number of trips of getting on and
off vehicles at hospital corresponding to m i travel time level
under the M p mode, respectively.
The results under workday and weekend modes are shown
in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
From Figs. 6 and 7, we can see that the main travel time is
shorter than 60 min under both workday and weekend modes.
This suggests that residents prefer to spend shorter time on
the way to go to hospitals for medical treatment. As there is
a delay between departure time and arrival time, the arrival
time is later than the departure time. The number of trips of
getting on vehicles at hospitals is larger than that of getting
off vehicle at hospitals. Combined with the analysis results
in Figs. 4 and 5, we can find that the delay is no more than
60 min, that is, most of the residents who get on vehicles during 8:00–9:00 will arrive their destinations during 9:00–10:00.
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TABLE I
PART OF THE H OSPITALS

Fig. 6.

Distribution of trip duration on workday.

Fig. 7.

Distribution of trip duration on weekend.

Generally, the trip duration is mainly focused on shorter than
30 min, which means that most residents would like to select
a hospital close to the starting point.
IV. S PATIAL A NALYSIS OF H OSPITALIZING B EHAVIORS
The spatial analysis is composed of three parts, i.e., the
rank analysis of hospitals, the aggregation and dissipation
processes, and the gravity and transfer analysis for hospitalizing behaviors. Compared to the temporal analysis in
Section III, the spatial analysis of hospitalizing behaviors has
more important significations. For example, the rank analysis
of hospitals can help both patients and hospitals realize the
rank of hospitals from the view of traffic. The analysis of
aggregation and dissipation processes reveals the aggregation
and dissipation processes of every hospital, which further
assist public traffic management to reasonably arrange the
traffic resources and provide early warning for hospitals to
deal with the crowd gathering. In short, the network analysis
attempts to mine the cause and effect from the big trajectory
data.
A. Rank Analysis of Hospitals
The aim of the rank analysis is to conduct a degree
of popularity based on the trips of hospitalizing behaviors.

Fig. 8. Rank analysis of hospitalizing behaviors. (a) and (b) Rank of getting
on and off vehicles under the workday mode, respectively. (c) and (d) Rank
of getting on and off vehicles under the weekend mode, respectively. The xand y-axes represent the hospitals and the counts of trips, respectively.

Though every hospital can advocate the popularity and medical
level of their hospitals, the data will tell the truth. In this
section, we will rank the hospitals of getting on and off
vehicles at hospitals under different modes, which can be seen
in the following equations:

Mp
N(x, y, tON , tOFF )
(9)
NON (Hi ) =
tON ∈M p ,x∈D Hi



Mp

NOFF (Hi ) =

N(x, y, tON , tOFF )

(10)

tOFF ∈M p ,y∈D Hi
M

M

where NONp (Hi ) and NOFFp (Hi ) denote the number of trips of
getting on and off vehicles at hospital Hi under the M p mode,
respectively, Hi denotes the hospital Hi , and D Hi denotes the
neighborhood of hospital Hi .
The rank of only top ten hospitals is listed. Parts of the
hospitals can be seen in Table I.
The results of the top ten popular hospitals are shown
in Fig. 8.
As shown in Fig. 8, we can see that the trend of getting
on and off vehicles at hospitals under the workday mode
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is similar in the top ten hospitals. However, the differences
between Fig. 8(a) and (b)–(d) should not be ignored. The
number of top two hospitals in Fig. 8(a) is larger than the
latter eight hospitals, while this phenomenon is not clearly
in Fig. 8(b)–(d). The reason can be explained that some healthy
residents near the hospital should not be regarded as the trips
of hospitalizing behaviors.
The top ten hospitals of getting on and off vehicles at
hospitals are different under the weekend mode, which can be
seen in Fig. 8(c) and (d). The reason for this phenomenon may
be that many residents prefer to selecting the nearby hospitals
for seeking medical treatments on the workday. When it is
weekend, residents have more leisure time to choose the
hospitals and more hospitals will be taken into consideration.
In addition, the rank analysis can also be used to validate
the truth of popularity. From Fig. 8, we can find that the top
two hospitals are H1 and H2, while the top two hospitals are
H11 and H5 on the Internet. Besides, both H1 and H2 are
Grade II Level hospitals compared with other hospitals, which
means that other hospitals have a more comprehensive power.
The rank of H1, H3, and H5 in the province is 141, 7, and 388,
respectively. This discovery demonstrates that these suggest
that the official rankings are only one thing, and the data tell
the truth. People can take the public praise into consideration
of the hospitals when seeing a doctor, for example, H1 and H2.
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Fig. 9.
Distribution of trips. (a) Origins’ distribution when origins are
hospitals. (b) Destinations’ distribution when origins are hospitals.

B. Aggregation and Dissipation Analysis of
Hospitalizing Behaviors
The aggregation and dissipation analysis of hospitalizing
behaviors can be seen in time series, which can be used
for the allocation of infrastructure and resources in hospitals.
Besides, the aggregation and dissipation processes also reflect
the traffic demands of hospitals, which can help traffic control
departments optimize the traffic plans.
In this section, the location of getting on and off vehicles
represents the origin and destination nodes, respectively, and
the number of trips represents the weight. Then, the network
NetA can be constructed through (11). There are two types of
nodes in NetA , i.e., hospital nodes and non-hospital nodes
NetA = (N, E, E S)

(11)

where N = H 1, H 2, . . . , H n, . . . is the set of nodes in the
records that contain hospital nodes and non-hospital nodes, n
is the number of hospitals, E = {ex y x, y ∈ D} is the set of
edges, which means a trip leave from location x and arrive
at location y, exy = eyx , x ∈ hospi tal or y ∈ hospi tal, and
E S : E → S is the mapping function from an edge to the trip
number.
The distribution of trips in geography and social network
can be seen in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. From Fig. 9, we can
have an intuitive understanding of the trips’ distribution in
geographic space. We can find that the trips close to the urban
center have more trips. Besides, an intuitive understanding
of the distribution of entering and exiting hospitals can be
seen in Fig. 10, from which the in-degree and out-degree of
hospitals can be seen.

Fig. 10.
Distribution of the trips. (a) Getting on vehicles at hospitals.
(b) Getting off vehicles at hospitals.

The in-degree and out-degree of the hospital nodes represent
the dynamic traffic demands of hospitalizing behaviors, which
can be obtained through the following equations:
M

V N(th , Hi )in p =


tOFF ∈(th ,M p ),y∈D Hi

N(x, y, tON , tOFF ) (12)
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Fig. 11. In-degree and out-degree in time series under the workday mode.
The blue and orange lines represent the in-degree and out-degree, respectively.

Fig. 12. In-degree and out-degree in time series under the weekend mode.
The blue and orange lines represent the in-degree and out-degree, respectively.

M

V N(th , Hi )outp =



N(x, y, tON , tOFF )

(13)

tON ∈(th ,M p ),x∈D Hi
M

Fig. 13. Processes of aggregation and dissipation. The blue and orange lines
represent the processes aggregation and dissipation under the workday and
weekend modes, respectively.

see that comparing Figs. 11 and 12, the patterns of in-degree
and out-degree under the workday and weekend modes are
basically the same for some hospitals, for example, H1, H2,
H4, H7–H9, and H12, while the patterns for other hospitals
are different under the workday and weekend modes.
The analysis of in-degree and out-degree reflects the residents’ arrival and departure of hospitals for seeking medical
treatments. The cumulative effect is more valuable compared
to the analysis of in-degree and out-degree, because the
cumulative effect shows the dynamically cumulative traffic
demand information in time series. The information can be
used for patients to choose alternative hospitals and hospitals
to arrange resources.
The analysis of aggregation and dissipation is taken the
historical effects into consideration. The aggregation and dissipation of hospitalizing behaviors can be described in the
following equation:

M

where V N(th , Hi )in p and V N(th , Hi )outp denote the in-degree
and out-degree of hospital Hi during the th time period under
the M p mode, respectively.
The in-degree and out-degree of top 12 hospitals in Table I
are investigated here, which can be seen in Figs. 11 and 12,
respectively.
From Figs. 11 and 12, we can see the in-degree and
out-degree of hospitalizing behaviors distributed in each hour,
while the change rules are different under the workday and
weekend modes. For the workday mode, we can see that
there exist three patterns. The first pattern is that the in-degree
sharply increases around 8:00 and then gradually reduced until
24:00. Meanwhile, the out-degree increases around 8:00 until
12:00 and then fluctuates in time series. This pattern can be
seen in some hospitals, for example, H1–H3, H6, H9, and H11.
In the second pattern, the peaks of in-degree and out-degree
concentrated around 8:00 and 20:00, respectively. This pattern
can be seen in some hospitals, for example, H5, H8, and H12.
The last pattern is that both the trends of in-degree and
out-degree are approximately synchronous in time series. The
trend can be seen in some hospitals, for example, H4, H7,
and H10.
Based on the division of patterns under the workday mode,
there are also three patterns under the weekend mode. We can

V N(th , Hi ) M p =

t
=th

M

V N(t, Hi )in p

t =0:00
t
=th

−

Mp

V N(t, Hi )out .

(14)

t =0:00

The results of the aggregation and dissipation of hospitalizing behaviors can be seen in Fig. 13.
According to the results shown in Fig. 13, three patterns
can be concluded under the workday mode. The first pattern
is that the aggregation bursts and then quickly disappears,
which can be seen in some hospitals, for example, H1–H3,
H6, H10, and H11. The second pattern is that the dissipation
gradually disappears and, then, the aggregation grows up in
time series. This phenomenon can be found in some hospitals,
for example, H4 and H12. The third pattern is that only a slight
aggregation appears in a small time period, while other time
is in dissipation, which can be found in some hospitals, for
example, H5, H7, and H8.
Compared with the aggregation and dissipation processes
under the workday mode, we can find that there is no explicit
aggregation in H1–H3 under the weekend mode. Another
pattern under the weekend mode is that just a little aggregation
appears. We can also find that for some hospitals, the patterns
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Fig. 14.
Gravity analysis of H1–H12 under the workday and weekend
modes. The blue and orange lines represent the gravity under the workday
and weekend modes, respectively.

under the workday and weekend modes are similar, which can
be found in H5, H8, and H9.
In short, the analysis of in-degree, out-degree, aggregation,
and dissipation shows the dynamics of hospitalizing behaviors
in hospitals. Based on the analysis, hospitals can be categorized into several groups based on hospitalizing behaviors.
To some extent, the classification reflects the pattern of hospitalizing behaviors. In addition, the classification also exhibits
the property of the hospitals. For example, H1, H6, and
H10 have the top comprehensive influence overall. H1 and H5
are famous for aged diseases’ treatment.

Fig. 15.
Transfer network of hospitalizing behaviors. (a) Workday.
(b) Weekend.

D. Transfer Analysis of Hospitalizing Behaviors
C. Gravity Analysis of Hospitalizing Behaviors
The gravity analysis exhibits the travel psychology of
seeking medical treatments in terms with the travel distance,
that is, there is a certain relationship between the choice of
hospitals and the travel distance to hospitals. To obtain the
relationship, we take the logarithm operation for both distance
and frequency meanwhile. The gravity analysis under the
workday and weekend modes is shown in Fig. 14.
According to the rank analysis in Section IV-A, the most
popular hospitals for medical treatments are H1 and H2, which
can also be found in Fig. 14. Specifically, the biggest number
of trips is close to 100 in H1 and H2. For other hospitals,
the number is not exceeding 70. Besides, a peak, for all the
hospitals shown in Fig. 14, is appeared within a travel distance
(about 4 km). Before the peaks occur, the number of trips
increases sharply with the increase in travel distance, the curve
of which is approximately linear. After the peak, the trend
is gradually reduced with the increase in travel distance.
Thus, we can conclude that residents take the distance to the
hospitals into consideration in terms of selecting hospitals for
seeking medical treatments. Most people prefer 3 or 4 km
of travel distances. When beyond the distance, the number
of trips begins to reduce. According to the above-mentioned
analysis, many residents choose a hospital that no more than
4 km from the location getting on vehicle. Combined with the
aggregation and dissipation patterns of the hospitals, residents
can choose a suitable hospital and a better time to see a doctor
based on their location and time.

The transfer analysis is based on the trips, the origin and
destination of which are both hospitals. The hospitals are
regarded as the nodes, and the number of trips between them
is the weight. The aim of transfer analysis is to study the
trip number of transfer hospitals. The transfer network can be
constructed, which can be described in the following equation:
NetB = (Nhos , E, E S)

(15)

where N hos = {H 1, H 2, . . . , H n} is the set of nodes in the
records, which is composed by hospitals, n is the number of
nodes, E = {eij i, j ∈ N H os } is the set of edges, which means
a trip leave from location hospital i to hospital j , eij = e j i ,
and E S : E → S is the mapping function from an edge to
the trip number.
The transfer network of hospitalizing behaviors can be seen
in Fig. 15.
From Fig. 15, we can see that the transfer number from
H1 to H5 is larger than other transfers. Besides, H4 also has a
larger transfer between other hospitals. To explore the internal
relationship, the distribution of common doctors between two
hospitals is constructed, which can be seen in Fig. 16.
The labeled nodes are the top 15 hospitals listed in Table I.
The size of nodes represents the number of total common
doctors among the hospitals. Intuitively, H4, H9, H10, and
H12 have common doctors with many hospitals. H1 and
H2 are shown in the lower right in Fig. 16 and both of them are
small, but they all have common doctors with other hospitals.
To analyze the relationship between the number of common
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Distribution of common doctors among hospitals.

and H6, because there are more transfer trips to these hospitals.
On the whole, the transfer analysis is not explicit, which is
mainly caused by the small data size for transfer analysis of
hospitalizing behaviors. In spite of this, the transfer number of
H1 and H2 is larger, which can further validate the popularity
of two hospitals, while the transfer number of H4, H9, and
H10 is not explicit. Combining with Fig. 16, we can see
that the number of common doctors is not proportional to the
transfer numbers, but it is relevant to common doctors.
However, there are some shortcomings that are worth
improving in the following.
1) There are many ways for residents to travel, such as
private cars, public transit, bicycles, subway, and so on.
There are some limitations in analyzing the hospitalizing
behavior distribution only by the data obtained from
online car-hailing service. It is more comprehensive to
combine other kinds of data to conduct the hospitalizing
behaviors’ analysis.
2) The traditional investigation method of travel has many
shortcomings, for example, low efficiency. However,
the collected information is more comprehensive, including the way travel, occupation, age, and class. Therefore,
we can consider the combination of traditional survey
methods to conduct a more comprehensive analysis in
the next study.
V. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 17. Transfer of hospitalizing behaviors in time series. The blue and
orange lines represent the transfer trips under the workday and weekend
modes, respectively.

doctors and the transfer number for hospitalizing behaviors,
the transfer analysis is essential.
The transfer number of trips of hospitalizing behaviors in
time series under the M p mode mode can be shown in the
following equation:

M
N(x, y, tON , tOFF ) (16)
N(th , Hi )tranp =
x∈D S,y∈Hi ,tOFF ∈(th ,M P )
M

where N(th , Hi )tranp denotes the transfer number of trips for
hospitalizing behaviors in network Net B in time series under
the M p mode.
The transfer results in time series can be seen in Fig. 17.
From Fig. 17, we can see that the transfer number of trips
for hospitalizing behaviors is not very much. The transfer
number of H1 and H2 is larger than that of other hospitals,
which is mainly caused by their praise degree. For H1 and H2,
the transfer trips occur in various time under the workday and
weekend modes, and the number under the workday mode
is significantly larger than that under the weekend mode.
Besides, the transfer analysis generally happens in commuting
time and at night, especially concentrated around 8:00 and
20:00. According to the results shown in Fig. 17, we should
pay more attention to some hospitals, for example, H1, H2,

The analysis of hospitalizing behaviors based on the big
trajectory data in temporal and spatial lays the foundation for
urban traffic management departments. In addition, the analysis results can provide references for hospitals to reasonably
allocate infrastructures, and residents and taxi drivers to make
full use of their time. In this paper, some research and analysis
of the temporal and spatial distribution of hospitalizing behaviors are conducted and the traffic demands of hospitalizing
behaviors are analyzed. Based on the rank analysis, the network analysis is also conducted to study the travel regularity
of hospitalizing behaviors.
Considering the reasonable analysis of the hospitalizing
behavior distribution based on the big trajectory data in temporal and spatial, we will explore the hospitalizing behavior
distribution based on multi-source data fusion method in our
next study.
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